Rubbertechniek

Gasket & Sealing Technology
Metallic Gaskets

Ring Type Joints

Hofland Deltaflex Rubbertechniek BV (till 1993 known as Heeneman Rubbertechniek) is a reliable supplier
for all of your rubber, gaskets and hoses and couplings. We have more than 50 years of experience in the
production and the appliance of rubber products and gaskets.
After a long history at the Zuiderweg in Hoogkerk (near Groningen in the Northern part of the Netherlands)
Hofland Deltaflex Rubbertechniek left the old facilities in 2001 for a modern location at the industry
area Leeksterhout in Leek. Here, an enthousiastic team of specialists (from former companies as
Deltaflex, Hofland and Heeneman) offers you many solutions in rubber, gaskets and hoses.
Modern location in Leek.

Royal Econosto Group
Hofland Deltaflex Rubbertechniek BV was from 1997 till 2006 member of the Royal Econosto Group but
after a management buy out in 2006 we have become an independant company.
Hofland Deltaflex Rubbertechniek is supplier and producer of an enormous range of rubber products,
gaskets in non-metallic as well as metallic.
Standard trading products as rubber sheets, profiles, ringmats, soft and metallic gaskets,
hoses, and soft pvc products.
We produce also a lot of custom-made products. Hofland Deltaflex Rubbertechniek is specialised in
small series as well as large series, and also in rubber-metal bonded parts.
Hofland Deltaflex Rubbertechniek B.V. can supply a wide range of high quality sealing products
designed for flange applications in the industrial and manufactoring sectors.
Over the years we have developed a well known brand in the international world of gasket and sealing
technology and maintain our high level of being a partner for our customers throughout the world.
By providing service and advise, we are able to make the difference towards our competitors.
The range of products we can supply:
- Ring Type Joint Gaskets
- Camprofile Gaskets
- Spiral Wound Gaskets
- Corrugated Metal Gaskets
- Metal Jacketed Gaskets
- Compressed Fiber Gaskets
- Rubber Gaskets
- PTFE Gaskets

Ring Joint Gaskets
Description
Ring Joint Gaskets are metallic sealing rings , suitable for high pressure and high temperature duties.
The gaskets are always applied to special accompanying flanges which ensure good, reliable sealing
with the correct choice of profiles and material.
Hofland Deltaflex Rubbertechniek B.V. supplies in accordance with specific tolerances, as the products
are made by using high quality computer aided (CNC) lathe centres
Ring Joint Gaskets
- Can be used for very high and/or alternating pressure (up to 1500 bar) depending on the profile
- Choice of material is a determinating factor for use with high temperature (up to 1000° C) and
in agressive media
- Operational reliability is especially high with meticulous assembly
- Assembly and disassembly aresimple due to the robust construction of the gasket
- The carefully controlled hardness of ring joint gaskets guarantees a very good seal without damage
to the flange surfaces
- The gaskets fully comply with the ASME B16.20 standard and the API spec^A (if applicable)
The combination of features ensures that Ring Joint Gaskets can be used especially in areas with
the most rigid sealing requirements, such as in offshore chemical and petrochemical industries.

Seating stress
To achieve operationally reliable sealing, the ring joint gasket should preferably be assembled
within the following seating stresses, to offer the right and effective performance.
Material

SoŌ Iron
LC Steel
AI182-F5
SS- 304
SS-316
SS-321
SS347

D
S
F5
S304
S316
S321
S347

SeaƟng Stress (20° C)
Minimum
OpƟmum
Maximum
(N/mm2)
(N/mm2)
(N/mm2)
235
350
525
265
400
600
400
600
900
335
500
750
335
500
750
335
500
750
335
500
750

Flange Surface
The roughness of the 23 ° surfaces of the grooves and rings for models R and RX may be a maximum
of 1.58 umRa
The roughness of the 23 ° surfaces of the grooves and rings for model BX may be a maximum
of 0.8 umRa

Gasket shapes
The following Standard Profiles are supplied by Hofland Deltaflex Rubbertechniek B.V.

Model R Oval:
Standard Ring Joint Gasket, oval in section. Designed for flanges with standard ring joint grooves.

Model R Octagonal:
Standard Ring Joint Gasket, oval in section. Designed for flanges with standard ring joint grooves.

Model RX:
Ring joint gasket for pressures up to approximately 700 bar. With this model, which can be
characterized as self-sealing, the outer sealing surfaces make the first contact with the flanges.
A higher system pressure produces a higher seating stress. Ring Joint Gaskets of the RX-type
are interchangable with the standard R-models. The bolt lengths have to be extended because
of the additional height of the RX-series.

Model BX:
Ring Joint Gaskets for very high pressures up to approximately 1500 bar. BX gaskets are selfenergised by the internal system pressure which increases the gaskets’s seating stress on the
flange contact surfaces. This Ring Joint Gasket is only suited for API type BX flanges and grooves.

Rubbertechniek

How to order Ring type joint Gaskets

1. Ring Joint Type and Profile

: R - Octagonal

2. The Flange Standard

: ANSI B16.5

3. Nominal Pipe Size

: 20”

4. Pressure Class

: 600 lbs

5. Type of Material

: Soft Iron

Obviously, it would also be sufficient to give the ring joint model number in
combination with the material to be used (e.g. R 16 - octagonal, Soft Iron)
The extensive factory production facility, combined with a large stock of various types
of material, make Hofland Deltaflex Rubbertechniek B.V. an ideal partner for quick supplies
to any specification.
The handling and packaging conditions allow the gasket to be assembled in optimum
condition
Operational reliability is guaranteed with sealing products supplied by:

Hofland Deltaflex Rubbertechniek B.V.

As the company’s products are used for a multiliplicity of purposes and as the company has no
control over the method of their applications, or use, the company excludes all conditions or
warranties, expressed or implied by statute or otherwise, as to their products and/or their fitness
for any particular purpose. Any technical co-operation between the company and the customer
is given for customers assistence only and without liability on the part of the company.

Contact Us
To find out more about our product range , or if you have a specific query, please contact us
at our Netherlands head office
We can sent you an offer on request.
Hofland Deltaflex Rubbertechniek B.V.
Kapteynlaan 7
9351 VG Leek
Postbus 91
9360 AB Leek
Tel
Telefax
Mail
URL

: + 31 (0) 594-587087
: + 31 (0) 0594-587088
: info@hdrt.nl
: www.hdrt.nl

International Sales
Contact
Mail
Mob.

: Dhr. P. Wieland
: p.wieland@hdrt.nl
: +31 (0) 6 510 13 184

Contact
Mail
Mob.

: Dhr. R. Hoekzema
: r.hoekzema@hdrt.nl
: +31 (0) 6 512 03 155

